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2021 felt
Body
copy
momentous
10/12pt as the pandemic at last began to loosen its
grip on the world and the first shoots of normality returned. While
we adapted to fundraising and volunteering in new ways, it has
been satisfying for those in-person interactions to resume.
I’m proud of all of our employees who spend time giving back,
whether through volunteering or fundraising for a good cause. Last
year saw an impressive 1,000 volunteering hours recorded across the
Hiscox Group – time that makes a tangible difference on the ground.
Across the Group we also donated $1.5 million to charitable
causes in 2021, more than $1 million of which was funded from our
Hiscox Foundations in the UK and USA. This includes more than
$75,000 in employee-matched funding, where we have helped
our people make a bigger impact for the causes they care about.
Robert Childs

A word from
our Chairman

For the Hiscox Foundation, 2021 was also the first full year under
our new strategic focus for charitable giving and this report is a
look back on the impact we have achieved against the standards
we set ourselves.
As you can see, we’ve supported everything from getting young
people into work, to protecting wildlife and bees. This is quite a
breadth of charities, but each contributes to our ESG agenda and
typically faces common challenges with big ambitions. I hope you
enjoy reading their stories as much as I have.

Robert Childs
Chairman
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A strategic
approach

Hiscox ESG framework
Core themes
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Charitable giving forms part of our
overall approach to environmental,
social and governance (ESG) matters.
The Hiscox ESG framework we have developed helps us
stay focused and make an impact in our chosen areas.

Why it matters to us
Giving back to the communities we operate in is meaningful
for our employees and helps us build an engaged and
inclusive workforce.
Our Hiscox Gives initiative supports charities chosen by
employees, organising volunteering and fundraising activities,
and many of our people participate in reading and mentoring
schemes at schools and centres local to our offices.
Our fundraisers make us proud and through the Hiscox Foundation,
we help them make a bigger impact for the causes they care
about most.
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Our approach to
charitable giving is
divided into three
main pillars, to help
us make the biggest
impact in our chosen
areas of focus.

Socialcopy
Body
mobility
10/12pt
and entrepreneurship
Our connectedness to entrepreneurship runs deep; Hiscox
was established by an entrepreneur, and we insure over
one million small businesses worldwide.
Protecting and preserving the environment
We support programmes that contribute to improving
the environment in the communities in which we operate
and where our customers are present. We are focused
on projects that in some way address climate variability
and look to increase global resilience to climate change,
as well as projects to enhance biodiversity.
Causes our people are passionate about
Our employees are a passionate bunch, and they champion
a whole range of worthwhile causes. From mental health and
well-being to homelessness, our teams find ways to be generous
with their time as well as their money, and our Foundations
support these efforts – predominantly through matched funding.
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40,000

1,000+

meals to families in need
last holiday season via
Atlanta Community
Food Bank

$1.5m
donated to more than
175 charities*

volunteering hours logged

pupils and teachers supported
through 1,000 climate action
‘Farm in a Box’ learning
resource boxes sent to schools

700

hours of exercise to
raise money for women’s
charities for International
Women’s Day 2021

Bermudian students
engaged in the
climate conversation

*Includes some gift aid.

A look back at some of our
highlights from an impactful
year of giving.

24,984

600
150

2021 in
numbers
Body copy 10/12pt

men helped to be
employment-ready
through Suited & Booted

1,190
new beekeepers in
developing countries
through Bees
for Development

200+
nautical miles for
sea rescue missions
in the Mediterranean
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship
Our connectedness to entrepreneurship runs deep;
Hiscox was established by an entrepreneur, and we
insure over one million small businesses worldwide.
The Hiscox Foundation is focused on supporting
programmes that encourage disadvantaged or
vulnerable groups into – or back to – work or training.
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Kiva

Breaking
down financial
barriers for
underserved
communities
with Kiva

Sometimes, all a small business needs is
access to the right financial tools to help it
build something special. That’s why Hiscox
USA has supported community-lending
specialist, Kiva.
Improving the quality, cost and access to
financial services and crowdfunding loans for
underserved communities is lending specialist
Kiva’s purpose. Through Kiva’s work, students
can pay for tuition, farmers are able to invest in
equipment, and families can afford emergency
care. 2021 was the final year of the Hiscox
Foundation USA’s three-year national partnership
with Kiva, during which it granted more than
$500,000 to help entrepreneurs and small
businesses survive and thrive.

Coaching success
Based in Needham, Massachusetts in the USA, Anna founded
Shades of Success Coaching with a determination to help
build a better society by providing personal and professional
development for women who want to become effective leaders
and mentors. Having successfully grown her business since 2002,
Anna was ready to take on more and receiving a $15,000 Kiva
loan gave her the confidence to put her belief into action.
“Signing up for a Kiva loan was my way to increase my tolerance
for risk. I believe in me and the value of my work. I have seen how
people can change and improve their lives through coaching and
professional development, and I know I have the knowledge,
ability, and determination to facilitate transformational learning.”
Anna, Shades of Success Coaching

Whether it’s a favourite neighbourhood coffee
shop or a local grower at the farmer’s market,
the last few years have been tough for small
businesses, and through Kiva, Hiscox has been
proud to help some of them – like Anna from
Shades of Success Coaching, or Michael at
Thrive and Grow – get on the front foot.
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Kiva (cont.)
Thrive and grow
Another business supported by Kiva over the
last year was Thrive and Grow farms in Tucson,
Arizona. Thrive and Grow produce certified
naturally-grown microgreens, harvested
weekly and sold direct to local customers,
retail outlets and restaurants.

“I’m passionate about motivating people to put in the effort and gain
the knowledge needed to be successful in growing food. I see these
efforts as playing a valuable role in a broader goal of developing
more sustainable farming methods, and providing future generations
with the means to meet the demand our growing population
has for nutritious food.”
Michael, Thrive and Grow Farms

With a background in homestead farming,
Michael started the business by focusing on
producing quality nutritious locally-grown food
for the community, but is also passionate about
helping people learn to grow their own food.
A $9,000 loan from Kiva helped the business
expand its farm so it could offer education, as
well as food to the community, and helping to
reduce food deserts (areas where fresh foods
cannot be found). Thrive and Grow is now able
to offer educational resources that can help
anyone who wants to learn, find success as
a home gardener, or small-scale farmer.
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Resurgo

Giving young people the skills
and confidence to succeed
with the Spear Programme
The Spear Programme is an award-winning
offering of the charity Resurgo. It supports young
people facing barriers to work, helping them gain
the confidence and abilities they need to secure
employment. With a centre in Bethnal Green, close
to our office, Hiscox Gives London chose Spear
Bethnal Green as one of the charities they will
support for three years from 2021, raising more
than £7,400 last year for the programme.
Spear has 12 centres across the UK and each
one works in partnership with local referrers such
as schools and colleges, job centres and youth
services to identify young people most in need
of the programme.

Heather Johnstone, Head of Corporate Partnerships –
Resurgo, commented:
“On behalf of the Bethnal Green Spear Trust, we’re so pleased to
be partnering with Hiscox Gives London over the next three years
to help more young people in the local community secure long-term
employment or further education through the Spear Programme.
The economic fallout of the pandemic has been especially hard
for young people and we’re grateful to Hiscox Gives and Hiscox
employees for supporting us and giving their time to volunteer with
our Spear trainees as we equip them with the skills, confidence
and mindset they need to succeed.”

...75% of Spear-completers get
into work or education and are
still there 12 months later.

The six-week programme takes cohorts of 12-15
young people through coaching and training on
practical and soft skills whilst building a sense of
community and support. Trainees are then able
to access a year of follow-on support as they
gain greater independence and move into work
or education. The programme has a great track
record – 75% of Spear-completers get into work
or education and are still there 12 months later.
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Resurgo (cont.)
An integral part of the programme is inviting
trainees into the workplace to give them the
chance to experience a professional environment,
meet people already on the career ladder and hear
about what the business does. It’s an important
opportunity for young people, some of whom
struggle to imagine themselves being successful
in the workplace, to find out about the real world
of work and the opportunities that are available.
In 2021, we hosted our first ‘insight week’ in which
three Spear trainees spent time on the rotational
work experience programme across our Re & ILS
and London Market teams, as well as hosting a
company visit to our London office for trainees to
hear from employees about their experiences and
career journey, offering young people the chance
to envision what they could achieve.

Hiscox Gives London members have been
volunteering to conduct mock interviews to help
trainees put into practice much of what they have
been learning; small talk, networking skills and
of course experience of an interview, as well as
holding three career panel discussions for 22
young people facing barriers to finding work.

“It was a great privilege to meet the young trainees at the Spear
company visit. They showed great courage in presenting to us, I
certainly would not have had that level of confidence at their age.
Trainees and volunteers alike had a really rewarding afternoon.”
Lina Johnsson-Smith, Personal Assistant
“It was fantastic to meet the young people with Spear and to talk
to them about opportunities in the insurance world. The session
gave the students the chance to learn about a career in insurance
and to practise their presentation skills in front of a panel of Hiscox
employees and they were attentive and receptive to the panel’s
feedback, a credit to the students’ eagerness to learn.”
Louisa Chatterton, Underwriting Graduate

It’s an important opportunity for young
people, some of whom struggle to
imagine themselves being successful
in the workplace...
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Suited & Booted

Changing lives
one outfit at
a time with
Suited & Booted

Suited & Booted began life in 2012 when its
founder, Maria Lenn, spotted a gap in services to
help men re-enter the workforce; smart clothing
in particular was in desperate need. The charity
helps vulnerable, unemployed and low-income
men into employment by providing interview
clothing, advice and support, and has so far
helped over 10,000 clients.
The Hiscox Foundation UK entered a two-year
partnership with Suited & Booted in 2020, and
have now donated a total of £60,000 to support
the charity’s ongoing activities, as well as helping
it adapt services during the pandemic.

The charity helps
vulnerable, unemployed
and low-income men
into employment...

Maria’s team of volunteer professional stylists and interview
advisors see clients from a range of backgrounds who may
be vulnerable for a particular reason; they may be long-term
unemployed, care leavers, ex-servicemen, ex-offenders or
recovering from a mental health issue. She says for these men,
the transformative power of a neatly-pressed suit cannot be
overstated: “Our clients often comment that it’s like a suit of
armour, they feel shielded by their new-found confidence.
Once they get the suit and tie on, the reaction is so positive –
the smile and the acknowledgment of a version of themselves
they’ve never seen before. Their whole body language changes
and employers will see that the second they walk in for
an interview.”
Once a client has been fitted with a suit, shirt, tie and accessories
they spend time with an interview adviser who helps them with
individual needs such as drafting or fine-tuning their CV and
developing interview techniques. The charity’s aim is to instil
confidence and inspire clients to do their very best, and the
emotional support they’re given throughout the process is a
big part of that, says Maria: “That balance of appearance and
motivation is key as the two go hand-in-hand. Feeling confident,
particularly for vulnerable people, is so important.”
Suited & Booted’s clients get to keep the outfits they are given,
and once they gain employment they can return to be fitted for
a full working wardrobe.
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Suited & Booted (cont.)
Simon’s story: “I felt like it was Christmas...”
Simon was made redundant in 2020 and after
a while began to struggle financially, ending up
on Universal Credit and visiting the local food
bank. He applied for hundreds of jobs online and,
when Covid-19 restrictions were lifted, faced the
prospect of in-person interviews: “I had been
used to wearing quite informal office wear for
some time – I wanted to feel professional but
couldn’t afford to buy a new suit.” said Simon.
After one particular interview wearing an old suit
which was too small, Simon turned to the internet
for help and found Suited & Booted. His DWP
advisor was quick to make a referral and he
was given an appointment the very next day.
“By the time I left I had a couple of beautiful suits,
I was beaming, I felt like it was Christmas – I had
been gifted with these incredible shirts and suits
and even a pair of shoes. I felt taller and far more
confident in myself leaving Suited & Booted than
I had that morning.” said Simon.
The charity was delighted when Simon
contacted them to say that after seven months
of unemployment, he had landed a new job:
“I felt so much more confident during my
series of online interviews and that’s thanks
to everyone at Suited & Booted! I’m so
grateful for all your help.”

...I felt like it was Christmas –
I had been gifted with these
incredible shirts and suits
and even a pair of shoes.
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Protecting and
preserving the
environment
When it comes to environmental causes, we aim to
support programmes that contribute to improving the
environment in our communities. We are focused on
projects that in some way address climate variability
and look to increase global resilience to climate
change, as well as projects to enhance biodiversity.
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

Supporting young
Bermudians to engage in
the climate conversation

Bermuda Underwater
Exploration Institute (BUEI)
BUEI is also the National Operator of the Eco-Schools
Bermuda programme, a global programme recognised by the
United Nations dedicated to sustainable development education.
Helping our customers and those we work with understand and
adapt to the changing climate is a big part of our environmental,
social and governance (ESG) focus and something our people
are passionate about; our Bermuda green team’s grassroots
efforts on the island are just one example of that. This event
was a natural fit, says Jessie Murdoch, Senior Catastrophe
Modeller at Hiscox and Hiscox Bermuda Green Team member:
“We need to work collaboratively to make positive change and
support the NGOs that do such incredible work. Being part of
the event certainly made us, as a green team, more inspired and
proud about what we are going on a daily basis – the areas that
the students were interested in and concerned about, such as
reducing waste, we are actively trying to tackle.”
The summit was attended by more than 150 students aged 13-22,
as well as educators and experts, and culminated with students
launching their own initiatives in partnership with local NGOs.
Each initiative is a year-long, action-based volunteer project
managed by a peer-elected, Youth Climate Advisory Board.

Hiscox Re & ILS were proud to be an ‘Inspire
Partner’ of the Bermuda’s Underwater Exploration
Institute (BUEI)’s inaugural Youth Climate Summit
2021, a week-long event, bringing together
experts, leaders, and activists in environmental
conservation, sustainability, and climate justice
to inform and empower young people.

The Bermuda Underwater Exploration Institute
(BUEI) is a charity that has been educating
and inspiring communities in Bermuda
for nearly 25 years, aiming to nurture an
appreciation for the ocean around the
island by offering hands-on education,
experiences and exploration.

Karla Lacey, CEO – Bermuda Underwater Exploration Institute,
commented:
“Our Inspire Partners, including Hiscox, recognise the need to
excite and encourage young people to build confidence that leads
to action. An initiative of this magnitude would not be possible
without their valuable support, as such, the process of selecting
partners for the Bermuda Youth Climate Summit has been deliberate
and intentional. It is imperative partners stand credibly within the
space they occupy, and that they walk their talk on climate action.
Our young people deserve no less.”
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The Country Trust

Empowering children to
confront climate change
with The Country Trust
The Country Trust’s ‘Climate Action Farm in a
Box’ scheme for schools in the UK, funded by
The Hiscox Foundation, is designed to help
children build connections between farming,
the food we eat and climate change.
The scheme has now reached around 25,000
children and teachers, and 82% of teachers said
that all or most of their pupils now have a better
understanding of where food comes from. The
Country Trust is an education charity focused on
supporting better life chances for disadvantaged
children through hands-on food, farming and
countryside experiences, empowering them
to create change in their lives and in the world.
The ‘Climate Action Farm in a Box’ is a free,
hands-on learning programme which aims
to support 7-11 year-olds by introducing the
concept and consequences of climate change,
whilst inviting them to reflect and explore their
feelings around this often overwhelming subject.
The charity worked closely with teachers and
farmers to develop the box and each contains
activities, as well as equipment and resources
to help the children complete them, plus short
films featuring real-life farmers talking about
the impact of climate change on their farms
and how they’re adapting.

Pupils are guided to create their own climate action plan,
identifying issues and working with their head teacher to create
a plan to reduce their school’s carbon footprint. It’s vital that
children build these connections to the world around them
and their place in it.
According to the Office for National Statistics around one-in-eight
households in the UK have no access to an outdoor space, a
number that is noticeably skewed towards black and minority
ethnic groups and those living in poverty. By helping make this
scheme free for all eligible schools, we hope that all children
will now have this opportunity to learn, grow and connect
with nature so that together we can build something better.
Miss Sidra Hanif, Year Four teacher – Cross Gates Primary
School, Leeds
At the school where Sidra teaches, 42% of children are eligible
for free school meals, nearly double the average for England.
She has delivered The Country Trust’s Climate Action Farm in
a Box to her pupils and says she is ‘hooked’:
“I have seen a difference – when it’s hands-on, they absolutely
love it. The children that it’s engaged, are those that, often, you
can’t get to do maths sat in front of a textbook, but they’re highly
engaged, for example, measuring the playground. It’s provided
opportunities that we don’t often teach in the curriculum – I’ve
been a teacher for five years, and I don’t think I’ve ever covered
that aspect of linking farming in with greenhouse gases, with
photosynthesis, with bread making. It gives you a real insight of
another world out there. It’s interesting, and the children are very
hooked, as I am.”
Learn more at www.countrytrust.org.uk/climate-action.
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Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

The Country Trust (cont.)

Our Colchester
volunteers
get packing

Our Country Trust partnership has also been a great opportunity
for our Colchester employees to get hands-on to make a difference.
The charity needed an energetic army of volunteers to help
prepare and pack the boxes. Faye Steady, Paul Cosentino,
Sarah Bilonick and Helen Nunn stepped up to join the team
for the day, putting resources together and packing hundreds
of boxes ready to be sent to schools.

I really enjoyed volunteering for the day!
Although physically tired, I went home
feeling like I had made a difference.
It’s been lovely hearing how well the
boxes were received by the teachers
and children.”
Helen Nunn and Faye Steady

Sarah Bilonick
Syndicate Processing Technician

One of the great things about working for
Hiscox is their commitment to supporting
charities such as The Country Trust and
the Climate Action box is a wonderful and
innovative idea that I was keen to support.
It was really humbling to see volunteers all
working together to bring the boxes to life,
the time flew by and it was very satisfying
and rewarding to see the delivery van full
of amazing Climate Action boxes.”
Paul Cosentino
Health and Safety Operations Manager
Paul Cosentino
15
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Bees for Development

Making life
better with bees

Bees for Development’s mission is to harness
the power of bees to achieve less poverty
and more biodiversity in developing countries
around the world. The charity delivers
practical community-based projects to
change people’s lives for the better.
The Hiscox Foundation UK is in the third year
of its partnership with Bees for Development,
during which it has donated £90,000, enabling
the charity to bring the wonderful benefits of
bees and beekeeping to help lift people out
of poverty.
Rather than handing out equipment, Bees for
Development focuses on teaching people to
make their own, and then to sell their produce
successfully, which they can continue doing
long after the charity’s involvement has finished.
An emphasis on building local capacity and
working with local partner organisations ensures
an effective and lasting impact. Last year around
1,190 people started beekeeping in Ethiopia,
Ghana, Uganda and Zimbabwe with an additional
£80 average income earned from beekeeping by
new trainees.

Some of the activities supported last year include reforesting
and protecting 56 hectares of land in Ethiopia, including planting
75,000 trees; improving cashew yields in Ghana by helping
growers integrate bees into their farms; and creating resilient
livelihoods for the marginalised Batwa people in Uganda.
Making beekeeping accessible for all
Bees for Development has been working with local partners to
pioneer an inclusive approach to beekeeping. In Uganda, the
charity now has two learning centres managed by people with
disabilities and is raising awareness of beekeeping as a viable
way to make a living, working closely with the national disabled
people’s unions to design and test disability-inclusive resources
such as infographic posters for those with hearing impairments
and poor literacy, and audio guides for the visually impaired.
By developing and testing adaptive techniques such as installing
string lines in apiaries to help visually impaired people navigate
their apiary independently and using touch to detect ripe honey,
the charity is empowering the most vulnerable people to earn
money from honey.

336

people with disabilities
now benefitting from
beekeeping in Uganda

In Ethiopia, new beekeeper
Abez Mola is disabled. In
December she harvested her
first honeycomb – marking
a milestone in her life.
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Causes our people
are passionate about
Our employees are a passionate bunch, and they
champion a whole range of worthwhile causes. From
mental health and well-being to homelessness, our
teams find ways to be generous with their time, as well
as their money, and our Foundations support these
efforts – predominantly through matched funding.
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Supporting Women at Hiscox’s
‘eight before the 8th’ challenge
#ChooseToChallenge

Derek Theisen

Natalie Green

Greg Johnson

Women at Hiscox
Women at Hiscox is our employee network that helps women
at all levels fulfil their potential and accelerate their careers.
Through a week-long series of events to celebrate International
Women’s Day 2021, Women at Hiscox encouraged us all to
#ChooseToChallenge; to push ourselves outside our comfort
zones, be brave enough to challenge biases, and participate
in conversations about inequity.

Katy Sivyer

In support of International Women’s Day 2021, our Women at
Hiscox employee network challenged Hiscox colleagues to clock
up eight hours of exercise between the 1st and 8th March in a
first-of-its-kind competition between Hiscox Bermuda, Hiscox
USA and Hiscox UK.

Amanda Yarnell

Laura Williams

...they took on Women at
Hiscox’s challenge in a bid
to raise the most money
for charity per person.

Bronwen Horn

Matthew Correia

Fittingly, the theme for International Women’s Day 2021 was
#ChooseToChallenge – and that is just what 75 employees from
around the globe did, lacing up their running shoes, strapping on
their bike helmets and striking their best warrior poses as they
took on Women at Hiscox’s challenge in a bid to raise the most
money for charity per person.
Bermuda were crowned the ‘winner’ having raised a whopping
$109 per person, and altogether participants raised over $11,000
with support from the Hiscox Foundation, for each region’s chosen
local women’s charity; the Women’s Resource Centre in Bermuda,
Play Like a Girl in the USA and Smart Works in the UK.
18

The Women’s Resource Centre (Bermuda)
The Women’s Resource Centre (WRC) is on
a mission is to enhance the lives of women in
Bermuda. Their goal is to support women facing
life’s challenges, by providing information,
appropriate referrals and confidential counselling.
Together with Habitat for Humanity, WRC has
also recently co-founded the Transformational
Living Centre, which aims to provide a nurturing,
supportive and safe residence for homeless
families in Bermuda.

They then receive one-to-one interview
preparation and virtual coaching sessions with
an experienced professional. Following their
interviews, 65% of women then go on to
securing a job.
Learn more at smartworks.org.uk.

Learn more at www.wrcbermuda.com.
Play Like a Girl (USA)
Play Like a Girl works to inspire girls through sport
and active play and are committed to levelling the
playing field by leveraging the skills girls gain from
sport to propel young women into competitive,
male-dominated careers in STEM+. The charity
connects middle school girls with inspiring women
role models and mentors – ultimately, building
girls’ confidence and inspiring them to pursue
a future in STEM+.

Charlotte Parkinson

Laura Williams

Katy Sivyer

Tom Johansmeyer

Learn more at iplaylikeagirl.org.
Smart Works (UK)
Smart Works provide dressing and coaching
services for unemployed women in need who
have secured job interviews. Most women
are referred to the charity from homeless
shelters, prisons, mental health charities, work
programmes, and job centres. Amongst many
other things the charity collects donations of
business garments, which are given to the
women in order to boost their confidence
and help them to be interview-ready.
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Atlanta Community Food Bank

A helping hand
for the holidays

Hiscox USA organised a Thanksgiving food drive collecting
food donations for Atlanta Community Food Bank, as well as
organising a team of volunteers to help out on-site. Thanks to
employees’ generosity we were able to donate a total of 253lbs
of food for those in need and a further $10,000 donation from
the Hiscox Foundation USA to help provide 40,000 meals for
families over the holiday season.
Hiscox Foundation USA board members Meagan Neck and
Laura Beasley led a team of Hiscox volunteers to help out,
packing a total of 14 pallets of food, yielding the equivalent
of 11,074 meals.
Employees also collected food and gave up their time to volunteer
at food banks local to our offices in Los Angeles and Chicago,
with Los Angeles Regional Food Bank and Greater Chicago
Food Depository also receiving $10,000 respectively.

...we were able to donate
a total of 253lbs of food
for those in need and a
further $10,000 donation...

“Sometimes, I take for granted the ease in which I can venture to
the grocery and purchase whatever is on my list for the week. The
Atlanta Community Food Bank, however, put in perspective that not
everyone in our community has it so easy. The food bank does a
truly remarkable job of addressing food insecurity in our community,
and I look forward to the next opportunity to help them in that cause!”
Tremain Mattress, Hiscox volunteer, Atlanta – USA

Pictured (L-R): Kate Hausmann, Laura Beasley, Yvonne McCray,
Jeremy Catlin, Meagan Neck, Tremain Mattress
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Hiscox Gives
Hiscox Gives brings together
members of staff in each of our
offices to support local charities
chosen by employees. By
supporting causes aligned with
the Hiscox values, Hiscox Gives
creates meaningful volunteering
opportunities for employees,
while raising funds and awareness.
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Starting at Dorking Station, our brave participants
trekked across the three classic Surrey hills –
climbing Box Hill, Holmbury Hill, and county-top
Leith Hill, raising more than £13,000 for Hiscox
Gives London’s chosen charities:
The London Wildlife Trust is the only charity
dedicated to protecting the capital’s wildlife
and wild spaces, engaging London’s diverse
communities through access to their nature
reserves, volunteering and outdoor education.
The trust manages 37 nature reserves across
London, which are exemplars of urban
conservation land management and which
engage the local communities that use
the sites.
www.wildlondon.org.uk
The Spear Programme uses executive
coaching techniques to get young people from
disadvantaged backgrounds ready for work.
The programme focuses primarily on potential
attitudinal and behavioural patterns that might
be holding them back, while equipping them
with the hard skills they need to find a job.
www.resurgo.org.uk/spear-programme
The Manna Society runs a day centre for
homeless people near London Bridge. Every
day the centre provides breakfast and lunch, hot
showers, housing and welfare advice and access
to computers for around 150 homeless people.
www.mannasociety.org.uk

In September, our Hiscox Gives
team rallied a group of around
50 Hiscox London employees to
tackle the Surrey Three Peaks:
a 23-mile (37km) hike, with a
total ascent of 1,100 metres –
an average of nine hours
walking for most people.

Hiscox Gives’
big challenge 2021:
conquering the
Surrey Three Peaks

We spent a good eight hours walking
through the peaks, sharing stories with
colleagues we might not have otherwise
met, and enjoyed the beautiful views from
the top. Overall a great day and a very
effective way to support our charities too!”
Anastasia Tzortzi
Underwriting Support Team Leader
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Social mobility
and entrepreneurship

Protecting and preserving
the environment

Causes our people
are passionate about

SOS MEDITERRANEE

Saving lives at
sea with SOS
MEDITERRANEE

2021 saw the official launch of Hiscox Gives
Europe. Many people flee the dangers of their
homeland to face even greater peril at sea in
the Mediterranean. It’s why Hiscox Gives Europe
chose to support the life-saving work of
SOS MEDITERRANEE.
During 2021, the SOS MEDITERRANEE’s ship
Ocean Viking rescued 2,382 women, men
and children in 16 different rescue operations.
SOS MEDITERRANEE is a European,
maritime-humanitarian organisation founded
to save people fleeing from war, persecution or
poverty, who find themselves adrift and in distress
on the world’s most-deadly migration route.
Mostly supported by private donations and
on-shore volunteers, SOS MEDITERRANEE’s
professional rescuers at sea work to rescue
those at great peril, while the charity also
strives to raise awareness to the injustices
which force people to submit to the dangers
of a Mediterranean crossing.

Fundraising activities included direct donations via a special,
online portal, as well as Hiscox Europe’s first Pan-European
art and jewellery auction, open to all employees, where the
most-popular item sold was a set of megalodon teeth; which
raised more than €3,000.
“I am keen to give back at least a little bit of the luck I have
experienced in life. The support of SOS MEDITERRANEE, and
the chance to save many lives in the Mediterranean, feels like
the right thing to do.”
Alexander Rudolph, Hiscox Gives Europe member
A rescue mission with the Ocean Viking
The first embarkation was spotted by Pilotes Volontaires’
Colibri 2 aircraft on the 4th July: 369 men, women and children
were crammed on a large wooden boat at risk of capsizing.
Such large unseaworthy wooden boats launched from the
coast of Libya had not been encountered in several years.
To date, it was the largest rescue performed by the ship.

Fundraising with teeth
As the overwhelming choice by Hiscox employees
to be the inaugural charity partner for its Hiscox
Gives Europe initiative, over €21,000 was raised
last year for SOS MEDITERRANEE. These funds
helped to pay for the daily operating costs of its
rescue ship, Ocean Viking as well as contributing
to items like life jackets, medicines and hot meals.
David Orme | SOS MEDITERRANEE
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In York, our green-fingered volunteers got stuck
into clearing weeds, planting and watering and
trimming bushes in Rowntree Park, through
our partnership with York Cares.

Our London Property Services team used their
team day to go ‘plastic-fishing’ in the Thames,
helping to clear up litter on the waterways around
the Docklands area, while learning about the
impact of marine pollution.

Working with Keep Bermuda Beautiful, employees
helped clean-up the beaches near our office,
collecting eight buckets of broken glass and
four sacks of litter.

Hiscox Spain launched a new volunteering
programme in which employees can dedicate
some work hours to help distribute food to
people in need in Madrid, co-ordinated by
the Altius Foundation.

A huge thank
you to all of
our volunteers!

Follow us on Instagram:

@hiscoxinsurance
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Some of the charities we supported in 2021
826 Boston, Inc
A Place Called Home
Alternatives to Violence
Project Britain
Alzheimer’s Society
Alzheimer’s Association
Alzheimer’s Drug
Discovery Foundation
American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention
American Heart Association
Amref Health Africa
Andover RDA
Animal Care League
Art for Guernsey
Asian American
Advancing Justice
Atlanta Community
Food Bank
Atlanta Mission
Atlanta Ronald McDonald
House Charities
Atlanta Volunteer
Lawyers Foundation
Back on My Feet
Barnardo’s
Basha Kill Area Association
Basics Essex Accident
Rescue Service (BEARS)
Battersea Summer Scheme
Bees for Development Trust
(The Troy Trust)
Bermuda Red Cross
Bermuda Salvation Army
Bermuda Underwater
Exploration Institute
Bermuda Zoological Society
Black Lives Matter

Breast Cancer
Research Foundation
British Asian Trust
British Gymnastics
Foundation
Building Hope
Summit County
California Junior
Claybreakers
Cancer Research Institute
Cancer Research UK
Cancer Support Yorkshire
Chalkdown RDA
Charlie Watkins Foundation
Chulalongkorn Hospital
(Thailand)
City Harvest
Clapton Common Boys Club
Clemens-Marie-Kinderheim
Colin McMillan Boxing
Training Academy
Colorectal Cancer Alliance
Comisión Unidos Vs. Trata
Connecticut College
Covenant House
Danny Did Foundation
Dementia UK
Dogs Without Borders
Dress For Success
East End Community
Foundation (EECF)
EcoActive
Eliza Dolittle Society
Equal Justice Initiative
Essex Disabled
Sports Foundation
Family Centre (Bermuda)

Field Hospital
Rayong-Chanthaburi
(Thailand)
FINCA
Fine Cell Work
First Chinese Baptist Church
of Atlanta
Food Bank NYC
Food for the Poor Inc.
Friends of Burley Annual Fund
Front Steps Housing and
Services, Inc
Georgia Special Olympics
Gina Spence Productions
Giving Kitchen
Grayshott Concerts
Greater Chicago
Food Depository
GRIT
Habitat for Humanity –
Pennyrile Region, Inc
Haven First
Havens Hospices
Haworth RDA
Higashi Honganji
Buddhist Temple
Historic Royal Palaces
Hope For Hasti
Humane Society
I CAN
Inspiritus
Insurance United
Against Dementia
Jackson Soccer Club
Junior League of Atlanta
Just4Children

Kampakung School,
Nongkai Province (Thailand)
KEEN London
Keep Bermuda Beautiful
Key4Life
King Edward VII Memorial
Hospital Meal Train
Kiva
Krimson Community
Foundation, Inc
Launch It Trust
LGBTQ Community Center
of the Desert
London Wildlife Trust
London Youth
Los Angeles Regional
Food Bank
Lloyd’s Charities Trust
Magic Breakfast
Martin House
Meals on Wheels (Bermuda)
Medical College of Wisconsin
Mercy Ships
Mind
MisGav
MS Trust
MUST Ministries
MyBnk
Mystic & Noank Library
National Asian Pacific
American Women’s Forum
Northern Illinois Food Bank
Notah Begay III Foundation
NSPCC
Ocean Generation
One Armenia

PALS Cancer Care
of Bermuda
Pelham County
Rowing Association
People’s Place
Play Like a Girl
Point Foundation
Prevent Cancer Foundation
Providence Row
Queenscourt Hospice
Rainbow Village
Rainforest Trust Inc
Redthread Youth
Refreshing Minds
Resurgo
Royal Free Charity
SASH (Safe and
Sound Homes)
School-Home Support
Science Museum Group
SEO
Shine 21
Shout 85258
Singapore Red Cross
Smart Works
Social Ark
Society of St. Vincent de Paul,
Prince of Peace Conference
SOS Children’s
Villages Florida
SOS MEDITERRANEE
Spanish Red Cross
Sparrow’s Nest of the
Hudson Valley
Special PopsTennis
Spitalfields Crypt Trust
St Baldrick’s Foundation

St Brigid Catholic Church
St Gemma’s Hospice
St George’s Crypt
St Helena Hospice
St. Joseph Catholic School
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
St. Pius X Catholic High School
StreetDoctors
Suited & Booted
Tall Ships Youth Trust
The Access Project
The Archdiocese of NY –
Cardianls Annual Stewardship
The Country Trust
The Felix Project
The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
The Movement for Non-Mobile
Children (Whizz-Kidz)
The Stroke Association
The United Way Atlanta
Tritt PTA
Tuberous Sclerosis Association
UNICEF USA
United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum
Violet Torch Foundation
Vision Bermuda
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
of NY
Whale and Dolphin Conservation
WindReach Bermuda
Winston’s Wish
Women for Women International
World Central Kitchen
World Resources Institute
W-Underdogs
York Mind
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The Hiscox Foundation
The Hiscox Foundation was established in the UK in 1987 and
is funded by an annual donation from the Hiscox Group. The
Foundation operates as separate entities in the UK and USA,
and focuses its resources where it can make the greatest impact.
Each Foundation’s Board of Trustees meet quarterly and must
consider each funding request made, whether it aligns with our
chosen areas of focus, and makes a funding decision accordingly.
Hiscox Foundation UK
Charity no.: 327635

Hiscox Foundation USA
EIN: 20-8608776

Hiscox Gives
Hiscox Gives brings together members of staff in each of our
offices to support local charities chosen by employees. By
supporting causes aligned with the Hiscox values, Hiscox Gives
creates meaningful volunteering opportunities for employees,
while raising funds and awareness.

Our approach to
charitable giving
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